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DuraSmart
Intelligent lamps that make life easier

Create fixed or dynamic lighting scenarios to be activated 
immediately or programmed to switch on or off at specified times, 
even in the absence of people.

Control all the lamps in the house, in the shop, in any room. 
The number of connections is equal to the number of lamps in the system.
Control distance is within the 100 meters range of the router

Control your light using 
smatphones and tablets

Talk to your voice assistants 
and control your light!

Change your environment 
playing with light

Easy to use

RGB Multicolor

Warm & cool 

Smart control Voice control

Change light intensity and tone of white

Choose and change the colour of the light
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Control all the lamps in the house, in the shop, in any room. 

The benefits?

How does it work?

ConvenientScenarios Amazing

Settings Safety function

Your light is in your hands! Decide the 
intensity or colour. Wherever you are!

Switch the lights on and off in 
your absence as if someone 

were in the house

You can operate the light while 
sitting on the sofa or in bed!

Create new lighting scenarios 
and create unique atmospheres

Set a timer to program the 
lighting switch off 

Change the atmosphere around 
you with ease

Enabling

Hi

Essential for those who have 
difficulties with movement

APP TUYA SMART / SMART LIFE

Download the APP available for Apple and 
Android, on your mobile phone or tablet
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The APP automatically ‘finds’ the Smart Lamps 
via wi-fi and connects with them to allow you 
to control them in seconds: quick and easy!  
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Crea scenari luminosi fissi o dinamici da attivare 
immediatamente o programmare l’accensione o lo 
spegnimento ad orari indicati, 
anche in assenza di persone

The last light mode you set is 
restored when you switch it on again

Interacts with the music 
on your mobile or tablet


